Parameter estimation using macroscopic diffusion MRI signal models.
Macroscopic models of the diffusion MRI (dMRI) signal can be helpful to understanding the relationship between the tissue microstructure and the dMRI signal. We study the least squares problem associated with estimating tissue parameters such as the cellular volume fraction, the residence times and the effective diffusion coefficients using a recently developed macroscopic model of the dMRI signal called the Finite Pulse Kärger model that generalizes the original Kärger model to non-narrow gradient pulses. In order to analyze the quality of the estimation in a controlled way, we generated synthetic noisy dMRI signals by including the effect of noise on the exact signal produced by the Finite Pulse Kärger model. The noisy signals were then fitted using the macroscopic model. Minimizing the least squares, we estimated the model parameters. The bias and standard deviations of the estimated model parameters as a function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) were obtained. We discuss the choice of the b-values, the least square weights, the extension to experimentally obtained dMRI data as well noise correction.